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Abstract: Image Authentication is a technology used to embed some kind of information inside a digital 
content(text, image, audio or video) using different techniques. The embedded information depends upon the 
application. Authentication of image should be robust and imperceptible. Robustness of watermark can be explained 
in terms of successful recovery of authenticity from recovered content which may contain different types of noises 
and compression effects.This paper entails the study of image authentication technique and delve deeper to improve 
the robustness of the image.We vary the digital Image authentication process to help hide the digital authentication 
with MATLAB within the image so that it remains imperceptible. The image authentication is robust, surviving 
many typical image edits and file format conversions. This paper introduce the image authentication using the image 
insertion technique through MATLAB highly reliable. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are living in a world where seeing is no longer believing. The increasing popularity of digital cameras, scanners 
and camera-equipped cellular phones makes it easy to acquire digital images. These images spread widely through 
various channels, such the Internet and Wireless networks. They can be manipulated and forged quickly and 
inexpensively with the help of sophisticated photo-editing software packages on powerful computers which have 
become affordable and widely available. As a result, a digital image no longer holds the unique stature as a 
definitive recording of scenes, and we can no longer take the integrity or authenticity of it for granted. Therefore, 
image authentication has become an important issue to ensure the trustworthiness of digital images in sensitive 
application areas such as government, finance and health care.   

Content-based image authentication, the main robust authentication technique, typically uses a feature vector 
to represent the content of an image, and the signature of this image is calculated based on this feature vector instead 
of the whole image. However, content-based authentication typically measures feature distortion in some metrics, so 
authenticity fuzziness would be introduced in these approaches which may even make the authentication result 
useless. Furthermore, transmission errors would damage the encrypted signatures or embedded watermarks. 
Therefore, previous techniques would fail if the image is damaged by transmission errors.   
Although many studies have been done on robust image authentication and error resilient data authentication, no 
literature is available on error resilient image authentication. Transmission errors affect the image authentication in 
three ways. Firstly, many of the standard signature techniques at present require that all received bits are correct. As 
a result, there would be significant overhead due to retransmission and redundancy in applying standard signature 
techniques to image data, which lead to the unavoidable increase of transmission payload. Secondly, by requiring all 
bits received correctly, this system cannot verify the received image if there are errors during transmission. In this 
case, this system cannot take advantage of the fact that multimedia applications are tolerable to some errors in bit 
streams, which can be achieved by error concealment techniques. Finally, transmission errors can damage embedded 
watermarks, removing them from the image or reducing the robustness. Therefore, there is an emergent need of 
authenticating images degraded during lossy transmission. The first problem this thesis focuses on is how to 
authenticate images transmitted through lossy channels when there are some uncorrectable transmission errors. 

A typical authentication decision is based on the comparison between a preset threshold and the distance of the 
pattern vector extracted (Pt) from the test image and the original pattern (Po) from the original image. The main 
differences between active and passive authentication schemes are:   
 

 For image authentication based on digital signature, the original vector Po is from a feature vector extracted 
from the image or the source entity, followed by an optional data-reduction stage and another optional 
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lossless compression to reduce amount of data in the feature vector. And this pattern vector is stored as side 
information along with the image.   

 
 For image authentication based on watermarking, the original vector Po is from a feature vector extracted 

from the image or a predefined pattern. And this pattern vector is embedded into the image to be extracted 
from it in the stage of verification.   

 For passive authentication, both the vectors Po and Pt come from pattern learning stage or prior knowledge 
of some operations during image acquiring, processing and transmission.  

Therefore, prior knowledge of digital imaging system is useful for digital image forensics. Knowledge from 
traditional forensics experts would also be useful or incentive for image forensics. Tampered analog photos can be 
detected by forensic experts in several levels: 

 At the highest level, one may analyze what are inside the image, the relationship between the objects, and 
so on. Even very advanced information may be used, such as George Washington cannot take photos with 
George Bush;  

 At the middle level, one may check the image consistency, such as consistency in object sizes, color 
temperature, shading, shadow, occlusion, and sharpness;  

 At the low level, local features may be extracted for analysis, such as the quality of edge fusion, noise level, 
and watermark.   

Human is very good at high level and middle level analysis and has some ability in low level analysis. On the 
contrary, computers now still have difficulties in high level analysis, but can be very helpful in middle level and low 
level analysis, as complement of human examination. Therefore, general approaches of passive digital image 
authentication could be based on distortion ballistics (detection of the trace of distortions caused by some specific 
manipulation), image statistics or pattern classification. Image quality measures would also be useful in image 
forensics.  
 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Image authentication methods based on cryptography compute a message authentication code (MAC) from images 
using a hash function. The resulting hash (h) is further encrypted with a secret private key S of the sender and then 
appended to the image. For a more secure exchange of data between subjects, the hash can be encrypted using public 
key K1 of the recipient (Fig. 3.1a). The verification process is depicted in Fig. 3.1b. The receiver computes the hash 
from the received image. The hash that was appended to the received image is extracted and decrypted using private 
key K1. The extracted hash and the calculated one are then compared. 

Techniques that are based on the hash computing of image lines and columns are known as line–column hash 
functions. Separate hashes are obtained for each line and each column of an image. These hashes are stored, and 
compared afterwards with those obtained for each line and each column of the image to be tested. If any change in 
the hashes is found, the image is declared manipulated otherwise it is declared authentic. 
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Fig. 3.1 Strict authentication system by conventional cryptography; a generation of authenticator; b verification of 
authenticity 
 
Distortions localization can be achieved by identifying lines and columns for which the hashes are different. 
Unfortunately, the localization of changes can be easily lost if more than one region of the image was corrupted. 
This is called the ambiguity problem of the line–column hash function. To solve this problem, another approach has 
been proposed by Wolfgang and Delp. This technique consists in obtaining the hash of image blocks, separately. If 
an image is to be tested, the user calculates the hashes for each block using the same block size, and compares the 
results with the hashes from the original image to decide whether the image is authentic. Blocks for which hashes 
are different enable tamper localization. The computation of hashes for each block separately had increased the 
localization capabilities. However, these techniques are not able to restore image regions that were tampered. 

Conventional cryptography was developed to solve the problem of message authentication, and had a great success 
since its appearance. Algorithms based on conventional cryptography show satisfying results for strict image 
authentication with high tamper detection. Localization performances are not very good but may be acceptable for 
some applications. Hash functions are very sensitive to any small change in the image pixels or even in the binary 
image data. In consequence the image is classified as manipulated, when just only one bit of this image is changed; 
this is very severe for most of applications. 

Recently, many teams of researchers have published works where they try to use hash functions while introducing 
some errors into the images in order to achieve methods that tolerate some desired manipulations. The type of 
introduced errors automatically determines the kind of manipulations tolerated such as compression, and histogram 
equalization. These methods however, cannot tolerate a combination of several allowed manipulations in the same 
image. Moreover, they are vulnerable to attacks against the hash functions. 

3. Fragile watermarking 

Watermarking consists in calculating a watermark, hiding it in the image, and then extracting it when it is necessary. 
In this paper, we choose fragility as the basic criterion for algorithms classification. Fragile watermarking belongs to 
the strict authenticationclass, while semifragile watermarking to the selective authentication class. 

Some authors define reversible watermarking, also called erasable or invertible, as a subgroup of fragile 
watermarking. The idea behind reversible watermarks is to reconstruct the exact original image when the image is 
declared as authentic. Thus, it reconstructs the information that was lost during watermarking. Usually, it is a 
lossless compressed version of the space where the watermark was embedded. This lossless compressed version is 
thereafter concatenated with the watermark, inserted within the image and extracted for reconstruction purposes only 
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when the image is declared authentic. However, in most image watermarking algorithms, modifications caused by 
embedding functions are really insignificant. Therefore, reversible watermarks are desired only for specific 
applications such as for high sensitive images. Moreover, their main goal is to eliminate the distortion artifacts 
caused by the embedding functions. Interested readers could consult references on this subject. 

Throughout this paper we compare the restoration capabilities of each algorithm, which is somehow different from 
reversibility. Restoration is the ability of an algorithm to restore the damaged data. When an algorithm detects and 
localizes a region with some undesired manipulations, we wish that this algorithm could restore the original data. 
This requirement is desirable for wide range of applications. 

Additionally, we classify an algorithm as symmetric or asymmetric. This mainly depends on the security key model. 
The asymmetric algorithms are generally more secure as they provide different private and public keys for encoding 
and decoding. However, they are much slower than symmetric algorithms. 

The basic idea behind fragile watermarking techniques is to generate a watermark and to insert it in the image to be 
protected in such a way that any modification made to the image is also reflected in the inserted watermark. Simply 
verifying the presence of the inserted watermark allows the image authenticity verification and eventually 
localization of tampered regions. This type of watermarking does not tolerate any image distortion. The image is 
considered authentic if and only if all its pixels remain unchanged. 

The first algorithms of fragile watermarking were based on watermark generation from image information only as 
shown in Fig. 3.2a. The watermark is computed from a set of image pixels. The computation of the watermark 
differs between the various authentication methods. The set of pixels may be chosen with the help of a secret key. 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Strict authentication system by fragile watermarking using image information; a generation of authenticator; 
b verification of authenticityK1. 
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The computed watermark may be encrypted with a key K3. It is then inserted in the least significant bits of another 
set of pixels. In order to increase the algorithm security, the set of pixels where the watermark is embedded may be 
determined with another secret key K2. Similarly, the verification schema is shown in Fig. 3.2b. The secret keys 
must be known to the receiver, as well. The receiver uses the same key K2 to determine the set of pixels where the 
watermark is dissimulated in order to extract it. Also, the receiver uses the same algorithms to calculate the 
watermark from the received image and then compares the calculated watermark with the dissimulated one to decide 
whether the image is authentic or not. 
 
One of the first techniques that used image authentication by fragile watermarking was proposed by Walton; it used 
only image information to generate the watermark. This technique is based on the insertion, in the least significant 
bits (LSB), the checksum calculated with the grey level of the seven most significant bits of pseudo-randomly 
selected pixels. This method was able to detect and localize manipulations but with no restoration capabilities. 
Various algorithms were proposed for the realization of this technique. The algorithm that attracted most attention 
was proposed by Fridrich. A sufficient large number N is chosen to be used for the calculation of the checksums. 
The size of N directly impacts the probability of detecting manipulations. The original image is first subdivided into 
blocks of size 8×8; in each block, a pseudo-random walk through its 64 pixels is generated. The checksum S is 
calculated by the following equation: 
 
S = ∑ (��. �(��))

��
���  mod N                                                      (3.1) 

 
Where g (pj) is the grey level of the pixel pjobtained with the seven most significant bits only and ajis a pseudo 
random sequence of 64 integers. Then the binary format of S is encoded using a coding algorithm, and inserted into 
the LSB of the block pixels. To increase the security of the system, the coefficients ajand the pseudo random walk 
can be dependent on the blocks by using secret keys. The procedure of checking an image authenticity consists in 
extracting the inserted checksums, recalculating the checksums in a similar way, and finally comparing the two 
checksums to decide about the image authenticity. This method has the advantage of being very simple and fast. 
Moreover, it detects and localizes tampering. However, the algorithm cannot detect the manipulation if blocks from 
the same position of two different images, which are protected with the same key were exchanged. To avoid this 
type of attack, several improvements were made to this method by extracting more robust bits. The method is not 
able to restore the damaged data. 
 
In a more general schema, the watermark that is inserted in the image to be authenticated is obtained by combining 
information from the image with a predefined logo as depicted in Fig. 3a and b. A secret key K1 can be used to 
extract specific image information from the image. In order to generate the watermark, the extracted image 
information is combined with a binary logo by using another secret key K2. The computed watermark may be 
encrypted with a key K4. It is then inserted in the least significant bits of a set of pixels that may be determined with 
a secret key K3. The secret keys must be known to the receiver, as well. The receiver uses the appropriate key to 
determine the set of pixels where the watermark was dissimulated in order to extract it. Also, the receiver uses the 
same algorithms to calculate the 
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Fig. 3.3 Strict authentication system by fragile watermarking where the watermark is obtained from the image and a 
logo; a generation of authenticator; b verification of authenticity watermark from the received image and then 
compares the computed watermark with the dissimulated one to decide whether the image is authentic or not.  
 
Yeung and Mintzer proposed a method based on a secret key that is used to generate a binary function fg. This 
binary function fgmaps integers from the interval {0, 1 , 2,..., 255} towards the binary values 0 or 1. For color 
images, three similar functions, fR, fG, fB, are generated for each color channel. These binary functions are used to 
code a logo L. For each pixel (i, j) the following expression is calculated for the grey levels gij: 
 
Lij = fg(gij)                                       (3.2) 
 

To verify the authenticity of an image, the user can easily check for each pixel (i, j) the relationship Lij=fg(gij). This 
method has the advantage of allowing visual inspection of the image integrity and localization of the tampered areas. 
The logo L can be inserted more deeply by using more grey levels to increase the security of the method. However, 
it was shown by Fridrich and Memon that a malevolent person can easily estimate the inserted logo or the binary 
function, if the key used to generate the binary function was used for several images. The attack is more complex for 
color images but remains threatening since the algorithms are symmetric. Furthermore, the algorithm has no 
restoration capabilities. This type of attack is known as the vector quantification attack. To prevent it, Fridrich 
proposed in his work, to make the logo dependable on image indexes. These indexes are inserted in the original 
image several times into various blocks to exclude all attempts to remove them. However this technique remains 
vulnerable to this attack because the used method is not very reliable. To avoid the vector quantification attack, 
another asymmetric method based on public or private key systems, was proposed by Wong and was improved 
afterwards through collaboration with Memon. An image X (M, N) to be protected, and a logo B, are subdivided 
into blocks of size I×J. For each block Xrof the original image, a corresponding block Xr′ is formed, where each 
element of Xr′ is equal to its corresponding element in Xrexcept for the LSB that is zero. A hash d is calculated for 
each new block Xr′ according to the following equation: 

d = H (K, Ix, Mx, Nx, r, Xr)                                      (3.3) 

Where H is MD5 hash function, K is a secret key, Ix is an identification code of the image and r is the block index. 
The resulting hash d is either truncated or padded to the block dimension. A new block Cr is formed by combining d 
with its corresponding block Br from the logo according to the following expression: 

Cr = Br XOR d                                              (3.4) 

Finally, each element of the resulting block Cr is inserted in the LSB of the corresponding element in the block Xr′. 
This procedure is repeated for the whole image and the resulting blocks are grouped to form the watermarked image. 
The verification procedure starts with the extraction of the LSB for each block Gr of the image G to be tested. A new 
hash f for each block of the image G is generated.  
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Finally, the operation of exclusive OR is applied between the block G
exclusive OR operation gives the logo if and only if the argument
index of the block) are unchanged, otherwise, the result will look like a random noise. This method seems to prevent 
the vector quantification attack and to provide in the same time tampering localisation c
security depends on the security of the used keys. In the case where the used keys are private, it is necessary to carry 
out the key exchange over a secure channel, which complicates the practical use of this technique, but ensures
level of security. Furthermore, the problem of restoration capability was not solved.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
 

4.1 Implementation in MATLAB  
MATLAB supports developing applications with
GUIDE (GUI development environment) for graphically designing GUIs.
 
4.2 Execution in MATLAB 

Fig 4.1: Main GUI that is the first layout develop in MATLAB

Fig 4.2: 

Finally, the operation of exclusive OR is applied between the block Gr and the new hash f. The result of the 
exclusive OR operation gives the logo if and only if the arguments of the hash function ( the key, ID, dimensions, 
index of the block) are unchanged, otherwise, the result will look like a random noise. This method seems to prevent 
the vector quantification attack and to provide in the same time tampering localisation c
security depends on the security of the used keys. In the case where the used keys are private, it is necessary to carry 
out the key exchange over a secure channel, which complicates the practical use of this technique, but ensures
level of security. Furthermore, the problem of restoration capability was not solved. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
MATLAB supports developing applications with graphical user interface (GUI) features. MATLAB includes 

development environment) for graphically designing GUIs. 

 
Main GUI that is the first layout develop in MATLAB

 

 
Fig 4.2: Image Authentication using Text Image 

 
Fig 4.3: Image Authentication done 

 
Fig 4.4: Justify image Authentication 

and the new hash f. The result of the 
s of the hash function ( the key, ID, dimensions, 

index of the block) are unchanged, otherwise, the result will look like a random noise. This method seems to prevent 
the vector quantification attack and to provide in the same time tampering localisation capabilities. However its 
security depends on the security of the used keys. In the case where the used keys are private, it is necessary to carry 
out the key exchange over a secure channel, which complicates the practical use of this technique, but ensures a high 

(GUI) features. MATLAB includes 

Main GUI that is the first layout develop in MATLAB 
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Image authentication is the process of proving image identity and authenticity. Digital images are increasingly 
transmitted over non-secure channels such as the Internet. Military, 
protected. To protect the authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Nowadays image 
authentication techniques have recently gained great attention due to its importance of multimedia applicatio
traditional cryptographic hash functions, such as MD and SHA
functions are not suitable for image authentication. Because they are so sensitive that even one bit change of the 
input data will lead to a significant change of the output hash. Besides, image authentication system requires the 
main content sensitive. In order to make up for the disadvantage of the traditional cryptographic hash functions in 
image authentication, robust image hashing was
collision probability. 
 
Image Authentication techniques enable the recipients to verify the integrity of the received image. The increasing 
need for trustworthy distribution of digital multimedia in
content-based authentication. Nowadays manipulating digital images efficiently and seamlessly has become very 
easy with the availability of powerful software and necessary to ensure confidentialit
images that are transmitted. Military, medical and quality control images must be protected. To protect the 
authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Number of image processing tools to change images 
for different purposes, it leads to problems such as copyright infringement and hostile tampering to the image 
contents. Image authentication techniques have been developed rapidly to verify content integrity and prevent 
forgery. Image hashing is an important m
 
A: Authentication requirements  
1) Sensitivity: The authentication system must be able to detect any content modification or manipulation. For any 
authentication algorithms, detection of any manipulation is required and not
2) Robustness: The authentication system must tolerate content preserving manipulations. 
3) Localization: The authentication system must be able to locate the image regions that have been altered. 
4) Recovery: The authentication system must be able to partially or completely restore the image regions that were 
tampered.  
5) Security: The authentication system must have the capacity to protect the authentication data against any 
falsification attempts.  
 
B. Existing Image Authentication Techniques The major techniques for authenticating an image are as 
follows, 
 Watermarking based authentication 
 Cryptography based authentication 
 Robust image hashing authentication
Watermarking-based authentication Digital watermarking is the art and science of embedding copyright information 
in the files; the information which is embedded in files is called watermarks. Digital watermark is one of the signals 
which are added to a document to authenticate it and to prove the ownership. Two approaches for watermarking data 
authentication are possible fragile watermarking and robust watermarking. 
 
Advantages of Image Authentication 
• Uniquely identify the author of copyright work. 
• Implementation on pc platform is possible. 
• Embedding watermarks is easy.  

 
Fig 4.5: Justify Image Authentication 

 
Image authentication is the process of proving image identity and authenticity. Digital images are increasingly 

secure channels such as the Internet. Military, medical and quality control images must be 
protected. To protect the authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Nowadays image 
authentication techniques have recently gained great attention due to its importance of multimedia applicatio
traditional cryptographic hash functions, such as MD and SHA-1 are used for authentication. However, these hash 
functions are not suitable for image authentication. Because they are so sensitive that even one bit change of the 

to a significant change of the output hash. Besides, image authentication system requires the 
main content sensitive. In order to make up for the disadvantage of the traditional cryptographic hash functions in 
image authentication, robust image hashing was first introduced which provide good ROC performance, low 

Image Authentication techniques enable the recipients to verify the integrity of the received image. The increasing 
need for trustworthy distribution of digital multimedia in business, industry, defence etc. has led to the concept of 

based authentication. Nowadays manipulating digital images efficiently and seamlessly has become very 
easy with the availability of powerful software and necessary to ensure confidentiality as well as integrity of the 
images that are transmitted. Military, medical and quality control images must be protected. To protect the 
authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Number of image processing tools to change images 

ifferent purposes, it leads to problems such as copyright infringement and hostile tampering to the image 
contents. Image authentication techniques have been developed rapidly to verify content integrity and prevent 
forgery. Image hashing is an important method for image authentication. 

 
1) Sensitivity: The authentication system must be able to detect any content modification or manipulation. For any 
authentication algorithms, detection of any manipulation is required and not only content modification. 
2) Robustness: The authentication system must tolerate content preserving manipulations. 
3) Localization: The authentication system must be able to locate the image regions that have been altered. 

ion system must be able to partially or completely restore the image regions that were 

5) Security: The authentication system must have the capacity to protect the authentication data against any 

ntication Techniques The major techniques for authenticating an image are as 

Watermarking based authentication  
Cryptography based authentication  
Robust image hashing authentication 

based authentication Digital watermarking is the art and science of embedding copyright information 
in the files; the information which is embedded in files is called watermarks. Digital watermark is one of the signals 

ument to authenticate it and to prove the ownership. Two approaches for watermarking data 
authentication are possible fragile watermarking and robust watermarking.  

Advantages of Image Authentication  
• Uniquely identify the author of copyright work.  

mplementation on pc platform is possible.  

Image authentication is the process of proving image identity and authenticity. Digital images are increasingly 
medical and quality control images must be 

protected. To protect the authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Nowadays image 
authentication techniques have recently gained great attention due to its importance of multimedia applications. The 

1 are used for authentication. However, these hash 
functions are not suitable for image authentication. Because they are so sensitive that even one bit change of the 

to a significant change of the output hash. Besides, image authentication system requires the 
main content sensitive. In order to make up for the disadvantage of the traditional cryptographic hash functions in 

first introduced which provide good ROC performance, low 

Image Authentication techniques enable the recipients to verify the integrity of the received image. The increasing 
business, industry, defence etc. has led to the concept of 

based authentication. Nowadays manipulating digital images efficiently and seamlessly has become very 
y as well as integrity of the 

images that are transmitted. Military, medical and quality control images must be protected. To protect the 
authenticity of images, several approaches have been proposed. Number of image processing tools to change images 

ifferent purposes, it leads to problems such as copyright infringement and hostile tampering to the image 
contents. Image authentication techniques have been developed rapidly to verify content integrity and prevent 

1) Sensitivity: The authentication system must be able to detect any content modification or manipulation. For any 
only content modification.  

2) Robustness: The authentication system must tolerate content preserving manipulations.  
3) Localization: The authentication system must be able to locate the image regions that have been altered.  

ion system must be able to partially or completely restore the image regions that were 

5) Security: The authentication system must have the capacity to protect the authentication data against any 

ntication Techniques The major techniques for authenticating an image are as 

based authentication Digital watermarking is the art and science of embedding copyright information 
in the files; the information which is embedded in files is called watermarks. Digital watermark is one of the signals 

ument to authenticate it and to prove the ownership. Two approaches for watermarking data 
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• Image tampering detection.  
Disadvantages of Image Authentication  
• Doesn’t prevent image copying.  
• Watermark vanishes if someone manipulates the image.  
• Resizing, compressing images from one file type to another may diminish the watermark and it becomes 
unreadable. 
 
 
CHAPTER 5CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 
 
User typically creates unforgettable passwords that area unit straightforward for attackers to guess, however robust 
system assigned passwords area unit tough for users to recollect. Authentication done mistreatment text-based 
arcanum is vulnerable to several attacks. Users typically produce passwords that area unit straightforward to hit the 
books giving a chance for attackers to guess it. System generated passwords area unit secure, robust however tough 
for users to recollect. Despite the vulnerabilities, it’s the natural tendency of the users to travel for brief passwords 
for easy remembrance and conjointly lack of awareness concerning however attackers tend to attacks. sadly, these 
passwords area unit broken pitilessly by intruders by many straightforward means that like masquerading, overhang 
dropping and alternative means that like wordbook attacks, shoulder aquatics attacks, social engineering attacks. To 
handle these authentication issues, a brand new various authentication technique are planned that uses pictures as 
passwords. Image based mostly Authentication conjointly referred as Graphical User Authentication is associate 
authentication system that works by having the user choose from pictures in an exceedingly specific order conferred 
in MATLAB Graphical interface (GUI). 
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